Major topics for cooperation 2014-2018
Guatemala-El Salvador

Since 2015, Apoyo Urbano has accompanied the process implementation (indivisibly, progressively and
programmatically) of the 17 sustainable development objectives (SDG). The actions carried out or in progress are:
the proposal of an Urban Innovation Laboratory on the urban axis "La Sexta" (center of Guatemala / Urbanistica);
Preoperative reflexion around a "vegetable garden" in a district of the Historical Center of Guatemala Perpendicular); the creation of an interinstitutional collaborative management team and the collaborative design
of pilot projects for sustainable management (precarious neighborhoods and zones with climatic and technical
risks) in the Los Nonualcos intercommunality; the animation of an international competition of Reflexive Art
"Societies in Motion-Peaceful Territories" (ODD16) / "Triàngulo Norte"; ....

Guatemala

In 2014 was launched an exploratory action-research mechanism around the modern challenges of Central
American metropolization. As an experiment, this reflection considered the question of Guatemala. Knowledge
documents and forums have since been produced around the challenges of inclusive mobility, habitat for all,
governance ... in order to develop a proposal for spatial planning known as "Metropolis Central Colaborativa"

Colombia

Since 2016 an experimental follow-up has been initiated of the citizen experiment "TuBogotà".
Implemented in the locality of Los Màrtires, in the center of the Colombian capital.
It is a mechanism for citizen participation
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South-North Exchanges

A multi-partner device has been developed since 2016, between Apoyo Urbano and different organizations in
order to develop a " awareness- action" event around social innovation in Latin America (community and
associative). This action - to be developed in 2018 - associates the Espace Créateur des Solidarités (ECS) and the
Center des Arts Plastiques (CAP) in Saint-Fons municipality, the University of Lyon and university institutions such as
the ENS (Ecole nationale Supérieure) and the Faculty of Lyon 3.
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